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Original RFP Clause Query sought/Suggestions of the Bidder Response of ICAR-IASRI

1 8

Section -II. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO 

BIDDERS. 

2.1.8	The Purchaser reserves the right to accept/reject 

any or all tenders without assigning any reason thereof 

and alter the amount and quantity mentioned in the 

tender documents at the time of placing purchase/ 

contract orders. Tender will be summarily rejected if: 

a)	The tender Processing fee of INR 5000.00 and 

defined Earnest Money Deposit (EMD) is not 

submitted.  

b)	Complete Technical details are not enclosed.

This is to apprise you that as per the GeM General Terms and 

Conditions (GTC), it is mentioned that the bidders having 

turnover of INR 500 Crore or more are exempted from 

furnishing the EMD on GeM portal.

As per GeM bid document it is mentioned on Page No-2 clause 

No-(a): "The bidder seeking EMD exemption, must submit the 

valid supporting document for the relevant category as per 

GeM GTC with the bid".

Hence, we request you to kindly confirm that bidder having 

turnover of INR 500 Crore or more are exempted from 

furnishing EMD for this bid as well.

Clarification: 

The General Terms and Conditions on GeM 4.0 

(Version 1.2) dt 5th July 2022 or latest will be 

applicable.

2 11
Manufacturer 

Authorisation (MAF)

The bidders shall have to submit the Manufacture 

Authorisation Form (MAF) from respective OEM for 

the items (OS, Data base, Networking, SAN switch, 

Firewall, SIEM,EMS, directory server and email 

Solution) mention in sect ion IX with following 

additional confirmation;

MySQL/Oracle  quantity is very less  in the entire boq and 

Oracle operates with very limited partners in India. This clause 

is restricted to maximum participation. 

So, we request to remove requirement of Oracle MAF, 

however bidders will take responsibility to provide the 

support of MY SQL / Oracle as per tender requirement.

Clarification: 

MAF for MySQL/Oracle is not required  and MAF 

is required only for items mentioned in section 

IX of the bid document.

3 12

Qualification and 

eligilibility

Section 2.5.2, Point 

No. 6 of  Page No. 12 

of RFP

The Bidder should have minimum Certificate;

ISO 9000

ISO 20000

ISO 27001

CMMI Maturity Level 3 and above

Bidder1: 

Kindly remove the CMMI Maturity Level 3 and above, ISO 

Certifiactes is required.

Bidder 2:

Request you to please remove CMMI Maturity Level 3 

Certification and consider only  ISO 9000, ISO 20000 & ISO 

27001

No Change

File. No.: 6(6)/2016- EMU   |GeM Bid Number: GEM/2022/B/2361907; dated: 20-07-2022

Operation, Maintenance and Techno-refreshment of ICAR DATA CENTRE and Disaster Recovery Centre 



4 17

Clause 2.16.8 / 

Table.1: Technical 

Scoring Sheet

The Bidder should be an Established Information 

Technology company / IT System Integrator and should 

have been in the business for a period of last Seven 

years as on the date of opening of Bids

 Allocation of Marks:

≥ 12 years = 12

≥ 9 years = 9

≥ 7 years = 7

By keeping in view the project scope and criticality, you need a 

IT System Integrator having more years experience.

≥ 15 years = 12

≥ 12 years = 9

≥ 10 years = 7

No Change

5 17

Clause 2.16.8 / 

Table.1: Technical 

Scoring Sheet

Similar work experience in ICT 

infrastructure including supply/ 

built / maintenance/operate/ 

Facilities Management Services 

/Human Resources) along with;

· Minimum duration of satisfactory 

service should be one year in last 5 

years as on bid submission date. 

Project cost should be minimum of 

Three crores. 

Allocation of marks:

≥10 Cr = 15

≥5 Cr = 12

≥ 3 Cr = 9

This is important and critical project of ICAR-IASRI. Hence by 

keeping the scope and importance of the project, you need IT 

System Integrator having proven experince. Hence we have 

request the same in this regard.

One Orders 50 ≥ 

Cr = 15

Two Orders ≥25 

Cr = 12

Three Orders ≥ 

15 Cr = 9

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

6

18

Clause 2.16.8 / 

Table.1: Technical 

Scoring Sheet

The Bidder should have minimum 

Certificate;

CMMI Maturity Level 3 and above

 Allocation of Marks:

Level 5 = 10

Level 4 = 8

Level 3 = 6 

The current marking system looks to be uneven by keeping in 

view the scope of the project which is not a purely application 

devlopemnt project. Also there is no diffrenec between CMMi 

3 and 4. Hence the changes are requested.

= Level 5 = 10 

= Level 3 = 8

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum



7

18

Clause 2.16.8 / 

Table.1: Technical 

Scoring Sheet

The Bidder should have experience in establishing and 

providing Services for Network Operating Centre 

(NOC)/ Security Operating Centre (SOC) during the last 

seven years as on bid submission date.

≥ 3 NOC/SOC= 15

= 2 NOC/SOC = 10

Bidder 1:

We request for corrigendum/amendment as 

The Bidder should have experience in establishing and 

providing Services for Network Operating Centre (NOC)/ 

Security Operating Centre (SOC) during the last seven years as 

on bid submission date.

≥ 2 NOC/SOC= 15

= 1 NOC/SOC = 10

Bidder 2:

We request you to amend it to:

The Bidder should have experience in establishing OR 

providing services for network operating centre(NOC)/ 

Security operating centre(SOC) during the last seven years on 

bid submissoin date.  

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

8

18

Clause 2.16.8 / 

Table.1: Technical 

Scoring Sheet

The Bidder should have maintained ISO 20000 / 27001 

certified site(s) for ICT infrastructure.

We request to change this clause as "The Bidder should have 

ISO 20000 & ISO 27001 Certifications."

No Change

9 21

2.19 THE 

PURCHASER’S RIGHT 

TO VARY QUANTITIES:

2.19.1 The purchaser reserves the right to vary the 

quantity i.e. Increase or decrease the 

numbers/quantities without any change in terms and 

conditions during the execution of the order/renewal.

We request you to please clarify the % of increase or decrease.

Clarification:

it may be up to 25 % as per the RFP

10 23 2.26 DISCLAIMER:

2.26.1 This Document includes statements, which 

reflect various assumptions, which may or may not be 

correct. Each Bidder /Bidding Consortium should 

conduct its own estimation and analysis and should 

check the accuracy, reliability and completeness of the 

information in this Document and obtain independent 

advice from appropriate sources in their own interest.

We request you to clarification weather it is allowed or not. 

We request you to remove as it may delute quality of  

services. 

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum



11 30 3.7 PAYMENT TERMS:

3.7.1.2 PAYMENT FOR OPERATION AND 

MAINTENANCE SHALL BE PAID ON QUARTERLY BASIS 

AFTER SATISFECTORALLY COMPLETION OF THE 

QUARTER. THE DUE PAYMENT WILL BE CREDIT (AFTER 

DEDUCTION PENALTY, IF ANY) WITHIN 45 WORKING 

DAYS ON SUBMISSION OF CLEAN INVOICE OF THE 

RESPECTIVE QUARTER.

We request for corrigendum/amendment for operation and 

maintenance payment on monthly basis. 

No Change

12 30 3.14 STATUTORY COMPLIANCES:

All the resources/manpower deputed on‐site/offsite 

will be on Supplier /principal employer pay roll and 

have no right, in any case, to claim for job at ICAR-

IASRI.

Deployed Manpower should be on bidder payroll.  Bidder 

cannot be sub-contract for manpower to any other vendor.

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

13 33

3.18 WARRANTY, 

SUPPORT AND 

SUBSCRIPTION

Back to back warranty: All the critical components 

under hardware, software, Licenses, subscriptions & 

respective premium support should have back to back 

warranty and support from the respective OEM. It may 

be verified on the portal of respective OEM. Details of 

items are mention below;

We request you to clarification for Premium support which 

will be online or OEM onsite man-days also required or not.

Clarification: 

Here premium support mainly meant for support 

for software subscription, which is offsite.

However, the bidder/supplier has to maintain 

the SLA.

14 53/54

Scope Of Work: 

Backup / restore 

management

Media management tasks, including, but not limited 

to, tagging, cross - referencing, storing, logging, 

testing, and vaulting in fire proof cabinets at ICAR-

IASRI premises.

As per our understanding, media will be provided by ICAR-

IASRI, there wont be vaulting at remote location, if required to 

store at remote location, customer will take care of 

transporation and storage of Tapes as per requirement. Please 

confirm.

Clarification:

It Tape media is required, it will be provided by 

the Purchaser. It is not required to transport any 

physical media/tape to any remote location.

15 54

Scope Of Work: 

Backup / restore 

management

C. Maintenance and Upgrade of infrastructure and/or 

software as and when needed.

We assume, for Infra upgradation any hardware which is not 

mentioned in BOQ under this RFP, customer will procure new 

hardware or licenses whenever required for upgradation. 

Please confirm.

Clarification: 

Your assumption is aligned with the statement 

16 58 vi. Audit Process:

b: The audit report shall make recommendations to 

ICAR-IASRI regarding issues including but not limited to 

upgrade of ICT/Infrastructure components/equipment, 

reallocation of unused ICT/ infrastructure 

components/equipment, etc.

We request to clarification that who will provide the 

software/database upgrade if required 

Clarification: 

If it is required for the items listed in the contract 

and these software/database are with Software 

Assurance or subscription, then the Supplier has 

to provide. Beyond the above, it is in preview of 

the purchaser. 

17 58
Clause 7. Scope of 

work BMS Tools: Supplier shall provide all the required tools 

for BMS day -to-day operation and maintenance.

Please let us know whether BMS Tool is provided by ICAR or 

Bidder has to provide.

Clarification: 

The Supplier/bidder has to use their own tools 

for BMS day -to-day operation and maintenance. 



18 59

(xxx) Manpower 

resources for project & 

service management:

iii. The Supplier has to provide the required 

laptop/desktop/AIO, headphone, mike, webcam and 

all other related tools to the deputed employees.

We request you to clarification on all other tools to deputed 

employee. If any specific please confirm.

Clarification: 

The bidder has to identify and provide other 

tools to the deputed resources as per the 

requirement and Scope of Work, SLA etc.

19

76

Service Level 

Agreement & 

Target(d) 

Measurements & 

Targets

Table-1. Equipment Availability Related Service Levels
We assumes, all devices are configured with high availibility to 

achieve required SLA.

 As per RFP

Bidder1: 

We request you to change the marking system as 

≥ 450 Cr. = 15 

≥ 350 Cr. = 12

≥ 250 Cr. = 10

≥ 200 Cr. = 8

≥ 120 Cr. = 6

Bidder2:

Kindly amend the turnover marking criteria as per tender 

estimated project value.

The turnover for marking is very high,  We Request you to 

change this clause as per below given clause for the maximum 

participation.

≥ 300 Cr. = 15

≥ 250 Cr. = 12

≥ 200 Cr. = 10

≥ 150 Cr. = 8

≥ 100 Cr. = 6

Bidder3:

We request you to amend it to:

≥ 250 Cr. = 15

 ≥ 175 Cr. = 12

 ≥ 100 Cr. = 8 

As per CVC Guidelines Suggested turnover is proposed based 

on the estimated value of the project 

No Change

2-The Bidder should have a minimum average 

turnover of Rs 120 crores of any two years out of the 

last five Financial Years (2017-18 to 2021-22) or latest

≥ 750 Cr. = 15

≥ 600 Cr. = 12

≥ 450 Cr. = 10

≥ 300 Cr. = 8

≥ 120 Cr. = 6

Technical Scoring Sheet10120



Bidder4:

≥ 200 Cr. = 15 

≥ 160 Cr. = 10 

≥ 120 Cr. = 6 

We have requested this change by keeping in view the project 

value and scope.This will allow more bidders to participate.

Bidder5:

Request you to reduce the Turnover by 50 Cr

21 106

LIST OF PROPOSED 

ITEMS UNDER TECHNO-

REFRESHMENT

NA

Post successfully Techno refreshment completion, is there any 

hardware obsolence and we don't need to provide support for 

obsoleted hardware? 

Clarification: 

It has to be ensured by the supplier/bidder that 

any listed items should not be in the  obsolete 

state during the contract period.  

22 116

CATEGORY B: THIS 

CATAGORIES 

INCLUDES the 

warranty and support 

from OEM/ Third party 

or itself by the 

supplier for support, 

operation, 

maintenance, 

monitoring and 

management of 

infrastructure and 

services for the 

contract period.

NA

Support for all hardware/devices mentioned under 'Category 

B' will be taken care by OEM/ Third Part or bidder has to take 

care of it?

Clarification:

It is the responsibility of the Supplier/ Bidder to 

maintain the listed items and need to  provide 

the support by itself or with OEM support or 

using third party. 

23 121

 TECHNICAL 

SPECIFICATION- 

TECHNO-REFRESH 

ITEMS

IV. Most of the proposed items are will be replaced 

with existing appliances, devices, technologies, 

software. The supplier has to supply, installation, 

migration of existing items, commissioning to ensuring 

the business continuity and performance.

We assumes, all required detailed designed documents of 

existing infra will be provided by customer for Techno 

refreshment activity. Please confirm.

Clarification:

The successful bidder will be able to access the 

details and documents of the infrastructure as 

per the contract.

No Change

2-The Bidder should have a minimum average 

turnover of Rs 120 crores of any two years out of the 

last five Financial Years (2017-18 to 2021-22) or latest

≥ 750 Cr. = 15

≥ 600 Cr. = 12

≥ 450 Cr. = 10

≥ 300 Cr. = 8

≥ 120 Cr. = 6

Technical Scoring Sheet10120



24 130

 TECHNICAL 

SPECIFICATION- 

TECHNO-REFRESH 

ITEMS

Firewall appliance should be Next Generation Firewall 

(NGFW) and supplied with at least 8x10GE SFP+, 10x 

GE RJ45. In addition, it should have dedicated 1GE RJ-

45 interfaces for Management and High Availability.

Firewall appliance should be Next Generation Firewall (NGFW) 

and supplied with at least 8x10GE SFP+, 10x GE RJ45, 4 x 40 G 

QSFP+. Proposed appliance should also have option to 

upgrade to 100G port. In addition, it should have dedicated 

1GE RJ-45 interfaces for Management and High Availability.

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

25 133

 TECHNICAL 

SPECIFICATION- 

TECHNO-REFRESH 

ITEMS

The offered solution should have logging & reporting 

module to provide historical 

reports & logs for at least past 6 months. The reports 

should be available in formats including pdf,csv,html, 

csv.

The offered solution should have storage capacity of minimum 

6TB for logging & reporting module to provide historical 

reports & logs for at least past 6 months. The reports should 

be available in formats including pdf,csv,html, csv. 

Additionally, Logging and reporting  module/Solution has to 

be from proposed Firewall OEM

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

26 146

C. Enterprise 

Management System

Requirement # 3

The OEM of the proposed NMS solution shall be 

present in Gartner's Market Guide for Network 

Automation and Orchestration Tools report. 

Documentary proof must be submitted at the time of 

submission.

Bidder1:

As per latest declaration / guidelines from DPIIT, make-in-India 

vendors are exempt from foreign lab accreditions. 

Request to remove this clause to give equal opportunity to 

Indian Vendors.

Bidder2:

Requesting IASRI authorities to consider the latest Gartner's 

Market Guide for Network Automation and Orchestration 

Tools because product are being transformed every year and 

latest reports analyze the tools based on the recent and latest 

requirement as per market trends. Requesting authority to 

modify this clause as per following:

"The OEM of the proposed NMS solution shall be present in 

latest Gartner's Market Guide for Network Automation and 

Orchestration Tools report. Documentary proof must be 

submitted at the time of submission."

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum



27 146

C. Enterprise 

Management System

Requirement # 6

The Operator should be able to pull up security events 

related to a given Configuration Item, from a single 

console which also has NOC events, and use the 

security events to triage the problem. This way the 

Operator gets consolidated system/network event 

details and security events (current and historical) 

from the same console and save time in 

troubleshooting / isolating the issue.

We understand that the requirement is for Syslog 

Management along with Fault & Performance Management 

and not an SIEM tool. 

Kindly confirm.

Clarification:

Please refer the RFP document carefully  to 

understand the scope of the solution.

28 146

C. Enterprise 

Management System

Requirement # 12

The monitoring module of proposed solution must not 

use any third party database (including RDBMS and 

open source) to store data in order to provide full 

flexibility and control on collected data.

Bidder1:

The proposed solution is COTS (commercial off the shelf) 

software that uses PostgreSQL and TSDB databases with 

proprietary DB schema.

Kindly confirm the suitability.

Bidder2:

This is the OEM specific clause and prohibiting enterprise class 

OEM to participate in this RFP. Requesting IASRI authorities to 

modify the clause as per following:

"The monitoring module of proposed solution to store data 

either in inbuilt database or third party database (RDBMS 

and/or open source) in order to provide full flexibility and 

control on collected data."

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

29 147

C. Enterprise 

Management System

Requirement # 20

The proposed solution allows notable events to be 

generated by multi-KPI alerts, correlation searches, 

and anomaly detection algorithms.

We understand that the term Notable Events refers to Critical 

/ Root Cause Alarms that are identified using rules/ algorithms 

and derived based on multiple KPIs.

Kindly confirm.

Yes, Notable Events refers to Critical Events 



30 149

C. Enterprise 

Management System

Requirement # 45, 46, 

47

The solution must provide agentless and agent based 

method for managing the nodes and have the 

capability of storing events / data locally if 

communication to the management server is not 

possible due to some problem. This capability will help 

to avoid losing critical events.  

The NMS admin console must provide the ability to 

start, stop and restart the agent on target server 

infrastructure and the agent should provide collection 

capabilities not limited to just KPIs but also support 

collecting raw logs as well as packets.  

The proposed solution must provide agentless as well 

as agent based monitoring for server infrastructure. 

The agents should be to set polling interval as low as 1 

second with low overhead on target server 

infrastructure

Request to change the requirement from "agentless and agent 

based" to  "agentless OR agent based".

Products that can deliver the required functionality without 

use of agents should also be considered. 

Agentless approach avoids the overhead of the deployment 

and management of agents on the target servers / nodes.

No Change

31 150

C. Enterprise 

Management System

Requirement # 74

The proposed solution should include a distributed 

search engine data-store to ingest various types  of  

textual,  numerical,  geospatial,  structured  and 

unstructured data.

Require more details to understand the requirement. 

Kindly elaborate.

Clarification: 

In order to investigate and run analytics on data 

collected from various sources including metric, 

log network traffic and streaming data, 

distributed search is  to be able to query and 

slide and dice the data for root cause analysis in 

case of failure and attacks such as traffic ddos 

attacks



32 152

C. Enterprise 

Management System

Requirement # 102

Proposed solution should not be dependent on any 

third party NLP algorithm. It should be inbuilt in the 

product.

Request to remove this requirement as utilization of 

specialized NLP tools through integration with Service Desk 

will benefit the usecase and future needs.

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

33 153

(B) Proposed techno-

refreshment 

(upgradation/replace

ment) and function 

requirement

(C) Proposed techno-

refreshment option  

NA

Kindly clarify: 

Is there any new hardware to be procured or the products 

those are about to be end of life have to replace in case of 

faulty hardware.

Clarification:

It is the responsibility of the Supplier/ Bidder to 

maintain all the assets list and quantity in 

working condition as per the respective Terms 

and Condition, Requirement, Scope of Work, SLA 

etc. of the RFP. The bidder/supplier has to 

ensure that there should not any item End of life-

support during the contract period. 

34 154

Technical Specification 

directory server and 

email messaging

I . Directory Server

Kindly Clarify:

The physical server has to be supplied by vendor?

Clarification:

The server hardware will be used from the 

available infra. No separate supply of server 

hardware is required. 

35 155

SECTION -IX. 

TECHNICAL 

SPECIFICATION- 

TECHNO-REFRESH 

ITEMS

Application Containers Platform and Kubernetes 

Solution (per machine/node 3 years subscription)

The BoQ asks for 2 quantities however the Unit of 

Measurements (UoM) is missing. Kindly clarify the total no of 

virtual CPU (vCPU) cores to be considered for commercial 

estimation.

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

36 General General Allow for Consortium No Change

37 New feature

The Mail messaging software should support 

MAPI Protocol for Outlook on Windows- MAPI is the 

only protocol which provides complete 

synchronisation of Outlook mail, folders, calendar, GAL 

lookup, tasks etc. 

ICAR users are already using MS-Oulook client and it might not 

be easy for users to move to a different client (if a different 

platform is seletcted). Thus to reduce the change at the end 

user the mail messaging software should support MAPI 

protocol.

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum



38 New Feature

Option to Disable/Enable POP3/IMAP per users/group of users

If the user is configured on POP/IMAP on Outlook than it 

becomes a potential risk  as the users can configure email on 

IMAP on any external email clients like Gmail etc. also this is of 

source of SPAM in case the user's PC or laptop gets infected as 

it will start relaying SPAM through SMTP. 

To prevent such an internal threat the Outlook users should 

only be configured on MAPI

protocol.

39 New feature

Migration tool for the native Offline Client

Since the RFP asks for a Native offlient client, the OEM should 

provide a tool to migrate the existing PST data to the native 

format of the Offline client supplied as a part of the solution.

40

165787

9355.pd

f and 

147

C. Enterprise 

Management System
General Query

Requesting IASRI to consider the existing Micro Focus (earlier 

HP Openview) solution because of the following reasons:

(1) Micro Focus has existing various solutions like Server 

Monitoring, Network Monitoring,  Asset Discovery and Asset 

Management, Reporting and Dashboards, Helpdesk Solution 

which has been running from more than 7 years successfully 

without any issues and the HP/ Micro Focus products with 

IASRI is currently under active support.

(2) Procuring the new EMS solution from different vendor will 

create a various problems like seamless and flawless 

integrations with underlying infrastructure elements, Event 

Correlation and Root Cause Analysis, SLA Calculation and 

Reports asked in the RFP and also may impact project 

timelines. 

(3) Whereas considering existing Micro Focus solution will 

only take very short time only for upgrade (if applicable) 

which will provide the Total Time to Value (TTV) and save 

HUGE Project and Manpower COST. This will also build a 

seamless platform for ease of operations/ manageability & 

time to value realization will be quick and issues of integration 

will not arise. 

No Change

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum



41

165787

9355.pd

f and 

151

76

76. The proposed solution must keep historical rate 

and protocol data for a minimum of 60 days (most 

recent) in its short term operating database. All data in 

that database must have a maximum 1 minute window 

granularity with option change retention period

Requesting IASRI to change as per following as 1 minute 

window granularity is too low and require lots of storage 

requirement and also it takes a lot of time to produce report 

based on the time ranges.

"The proposed solution must keep historical rate and 

protocol data for a minimum of 60 days (most recent) in its 

short term operating database. All data in that database 

must have a minimum 5 minutes window granularity with 

option change retention period"

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

42

165787

9355.pd

f and 

152

90

90. The proposed helpdesk solution should have 

achieved PinkVERIFY certification on at least 6 

available ITIL processes (a documentary proof of the 

same should be provided at the time of bidding).

Requesting authorities to change the existing clause to the 

recommended one since ITIL 2011 is the old one and ITILv4 is 

the latest ITIL certification and guidelines providing by Pink 

Elephant authority. Requesting to change the clause as per 

following:

"The proposed Helpdesk tool must be PINK ELEPHANT 

certified on at least 6 ITILv4 processes: Incident 

management, Problem Management, Change Management, 

Knowledge Management, IT Asset Management, and Service 

Request Management etc. The certification copy to be 

submitted at the time of bid submission."

No Change



43

165787

9355.pd

f and 

147

16

16. The proposed solution must be able to provide the 

following capabilities:	

Monitor the health of the services with the Service 

Analyzer	

Track issues using the Notable Events Review	

Use aggregation policies to organize and take actions 

upon notable events	

Create glass tables to visualize IT and business services 

and their relationships	

Troubleshoot issues using deep dives	

Create multi-KPI alerts and correlation searches to 

alert conditions that may impact service	

Request IASRI to modify the clause as per following as it seems 

to be OEM specific clause:

16. The proposed solution must be able to provide the 

following capabilities:	

Monitor the health of the business service through the 

business service view/map	

Track issues using the Notable Event console	

Use Correlation engine/methods to organize the event and 

take automatic or operator inititated actions upon 

notable/actionable events	

Create Operational dashboard or Business value dashboards 

to visualize IT and business services and their relationships	

Troubleshoot issues using automatic or operator initiated 

actions	

Create multi-KPI alerts and correlation searches to alert 

conditions that may impact service	

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

44

165787

9355.pd

f and 

148

24

24. The proposed SOLUTON must provide a smart 

mode on any aggregation policy to employ machine 

learning algorithms to group events. The process of 

managing notable events through the use of 

aggregation policies is often referred to as event 

analytics.

Requesting IASRI authorities to remove this compliance point 

from EMS specifications as it is favoring to some specific OEM.

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

45

165787

9355.pd

f and 

148

26

26. The field can be the name of a saved search, the 

name of a field from a raw event, or the Status, 

Severity, or Owner field of the notable event. You can 

create rules based on multiple AND/OR conditions.

Requesting IASRI authorities to remove this compliance point 

from EMS specifications as it is favoring to some specific OEM.

The clause stand Deleted



46
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29

29. The customisation capabilities are:	

Import custom icons for use in a glass table.	

Configure a shape or icon in your glass table to act like 

a KPI or ad hoc search widget.	

Configure threshold to determine the colour of the 

widget which indicates the current status of the 

metric.	

Configure background colour for a glass table.	

Configure drilldowns to other glass table, dashboard or 

a custom URL.	

Request IASRI to modify the clause as per following as it seems 

to be OEM specific clause:

"The customisation capabilities are:	

Import custom icons for use in a dashboard.	

Configure threshold to determine the colour of the widget 

which indicates the current status of the metric.	

Configure background colour in dashboard.	

Configure drilldowns to other dashboard, tools or a custom 

URL."		

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

47

165787

9355.pd

f and 

151

63

63. The Platform must support Event or Alarm 

Correlation integrations with service desk to trigger 

automated creation of incidents, problems 

management

Request IASRI to modify the clause because as per industry 

best practices, Problem management comes into the picture 

based on the number of repetitive/recurring incidents for the 

same issues/problems.

"The Platform must support Event or Alarm Correlation 

integrations with service desk to trigger automated creation 

of incidents."	

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

48

165787

9355.pd

f and 

150

51

51. The EMS solution shall keep historical rate and 

protocol data for a minimum of 30 days (most recent) 

in its short term operating database. All data in that 

database shall have a maximum 1- minute window 

granularity. User shall be able to select any 1-minute 

window over the last 30 days and display unique 

utilization and protocol data for every monitored 

interface

Request IASRI to modify the clause as per following as it seems 

to be OEM specific clause:

The EMS solution shall keep historical rate and protocol data 

for a minimum of 30 days (most recent) in its long term 

operating database. All data in that database shall have a 

minimum 5 minutes window granularity.

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum



49

165787

9355.pd

f and 

146

C. Enterprise 

Management System
New Clause

Requesting authorities to consider the following clause since 

SIEM and EMS is asked in the RFP documents and interated 

NOC and SOC are asked in the tender specifications. So it is 

better to have both the solutions from single OEM because 

solution consists of multiple components, having all these 

components from the same OEM will ensure that the 

components are pre-integrated and adequately tested and 

hence time to value realization is quick and issues of 

integration does not arise.

"The proposed EMS/NMS solution should be an integrated, 

modular and scalable solution from single OEM family (i.e. 

all Network Monitoring, server Monitoring, Security 

Information & Event Management and Service Management 

tools should be from single OEM) to provide comprehensive 

fault management, performance management, IT service 

desk\ help desk \trouble ticketing system & SLA monitoring 

functionality."

No Change

50

165787

9355.pd

f and 

146

C. Enterprise 

Management System
New Clause

Requesting IASRI authorities to consider the below clause 

because ISO standard helps organizations integrate security 

controls in the software through their software development 

cycle, by defining security frameworks & vulnerability 

management processes. This certification protects customer 

assets from potential cyber breaches & security threats while 

complying with the Application security standards.

It addresses all aspects from determining information security 

requirements, to protecting information accessed by an 

application as well as preventing unauthorized use and/or 

actions of an application.

"To ensure the proposed software is secure, it should have 

ISO 27034 certification from a verification  or certification  

agency from Schellman/  KPMG/  PwC/ Ernst & Young/ 

Deloitte recognized."

No Change



51

165787

9355.pd

f and 

146

C. Enterprise 

Management System
New Clause

Proposed helpdesk solution must support multi tenant 

architecture 

No change

52

165787

9355.pd

f and 

146

C. Enterprise 

Management System
General Query - Current Tools Deployed Architecture

(1) Requesting IASRI to provide the current 

EMS/NMS/Helpdesk architecture to understand the existing 

deployment.

(2) Also, please provide the current EMS/NMS/Helpdesk 

system sizing to understand and factor appropriate system 

resources.

As per RFP

53

165787

9355.pd

f and 

146

C. Enterprise 

Management System
General Query - Current Tools Deployed Architecture

Requesting IASRI to provide the current installed version 

details of existing HP Openview (Now Micro Focus) 

applications to check the version support and plan for 

version/product upgrade if/wherever applicable Focus tools 

deployed for upgrade path

As per RFP

54

165787

9355.pd

f and 

146

C. Enterprise 

Management System
General Query - EMS Licensing - Volumetric

Requesting IASRI authorities to provide the volumetric as per 

following to factor the appropriate EMS licenses considering 

the existing and new infra requirement for monitoring 

perspective:-

(1) Number of Network Devices:

(2) Number of ICMP Devices:

(3) Number of Physical and Virtual Servers (OSI instances):

(4) Number of Databases, Applications or Middlewares etc.:

(5) Number of End Points (Desktops/Laptops) for Asset 

Discovery:

(6) Number of Helpdesk Licenses:

(7) Helpdesk Analyst Type - Concurrent or Named:

Reason: This will provide all the qualified EMS OEM's to 

participate equally technically and commercially.

Please refer the RFP document



55

165787

9355.pd

f and 

146

C. Enterprise 

Management System
General Query - EMS Solution Design

Please clarify if EMS solution is to be designed with High 

Availability at DC and DR level both or High availability at DC 

level and DR site as standalone and should act as an redunant 

site of DC (DC and DR will sync at periodic interval) and take 

over if DC site goes down?

Clarification:

The EMS solution is to be designed as standalone 

on both DC and DR and should act as a 

redundant site for each other.

56

165787

9355.pd

f and 

146

C. Enterprise 

Management System
General Query

Request IASRI to provide all the currect active CSID/SAID 

(Service Agreement ID) pertaining to AMC active support with 

Micro Focus to check the contract and AMC renewal 

perspective.

As per RFP

57 135 18

The proposed solution should not be dependent on 

parser to ingest data. It should be able to ingest 

structured or unstructured data without a parser. If 

parser for data ingestion for any new data source /new 

version of data source is not available with OEM OOTB 

then OEM has to build the parser within 15 days for 

duration of the contract.

OEM specific, Please change this to " The proposed solution 

should be able to ingest data from both OOB supported 

devices and no OOB supported devices. If parser for data 

ingestion for any new data source /new version of data source 

is not available with OEM OOTB then OEM/bidder has to build 

the parser within 15 days for duration of the contract"

Clarification:

Since the OEM is responsible for creating & 

building their parser / connector. Hence OEM 

has to build the parser and share with bidder / 

customer within 15 days.

58 135 24

The proposed solution must be able to provide parsing 

on demand instead of upfront parsing to reduce the 

dependency on supported data sources, allowing 

custom data sources to be on boarded easily.

OEM specific, Please change this to " The proposed solution 

must be able to provide SDK for parsing for no supported data 

sources, allowing custom data sources to be on boarded 

easily."

Clarification:

It is required to immediate integration with 

existing and new version of the data sources. 

OEM must provide the same without any delays.

59 136 44

The solution data repository must be implemented 

with a MapReduce model on top of an indexed 

datastore with an expressive search language to 

provide a simpler, faster way to analyze huge volumes 

of log data.

OEM specific,please remove

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum



60 136 47

The solution must provide machine learning assistants 

like:

a. Predict Numeric Fields (Linear Regression)

b. Predict Categorical Fields (Logistic Regression)

c. Detect Numeric Outliers (distribution statistics)

d. Detect Categorical Outliers (probabilistic measures)

e. Forecast Time Series

f. Cluster Numeric Events

OEM specific,please remove

No Change

Clarification: It is required to deploy a NextGen 

SIEM which will not only provide multiple 

Machine Learning Assistants but also allow SOC 

user to create their own Custom Machine 

Learning Models as per the requirement of the 

organisation.

61 136 48

The proposed solution should be able to receive, 

ingest and index structured or unstructured data 

without schema or normalization and no events should 

be dropped if log source changes the format of log 

data.

OEM specific, Please change this to " The proposed solution 

should be able to receive, ingest and index structured or 

unstructured data."

Please refer the issued 

Addendum/corrigendum

62 136 49

The proposed solution must be able to support both 

real-time and on-demand access to data sources from 

files, network ports, database connections, custom 

APIs and interfaces.

OEM specific, Please change this to "The proposed solution 

must be able to support access to data sources from files, 

network ports, database connections, custom APIs and 

interfaces."

No Change

Clarification: It is required to deploy a NextGen 

SIEM with Data Lake and Machine Learning 

capabilities to provide the real time access to 

data sources ingesting logs into the system.

63 137 52

The proposed solution must support the decoding of 

the following network protocols from log data or 

picking the meta data from network traffic:

OEM specific,please remove

No Change

Clarification: This basic feature of any next 

generation SIEM should have their solution.  It is 

required to inspect the network data that is not 

otherwise provided in the logs form systems.

64 137 58

The proposed solution for wired data collection must 

be able to decrypt SSL-encrypted traffic with RSA keys 

for data completeness

OEM specific,please remove

The Clause stand Deleted



65 137 59

The proposed solution must be able to index all IT data 

from any application, server or network device 

including logs, configurations, messages, traps and 

alerts, metrics and performance data without any 

custom adapters for specific formats so that the 

analyst can have end to end visibility of the ecosystem.

OEM specific,please remove

No Change

Clarification:

It is general requirement to have End to End 

visibility of the ecosystem contributing as data 

sources.

66 139 76

The proposed solution must be able to embed 

sophisticated correlation rules in alerts via sub-

searches or sub correlation rules.

Need calrity on using correlation in alert usecase.

Clarification:

A subsearch is required to stitch together results 

from the organisation data. Suppose we have a 

network that should only be accessed from those 

local to identified network /boundary. We’re 

interested in seeing a list of users who’ve 

successfully accessed our network from outside. 

We could build one search to give us a list of IP 

addresses from outside  and another search 

could be used to give a list of all accepted 

connections. A subsearch could then be used to 

stitch these results together and help us obtain a 

comprehensive list.

67
The proposed solution must possess built-in function 

for Predictive Analysis:
As Per RFP

68
a. Uses historical data as a baseline to forecast future 

patterns, thresholds and tolerances

Clarification:

The organisation is looking for a NextGen SIEM 

which can provide Predictive Analytics by using  

historical data, statistical modelling and machine 

learning.

139 86



69

b. Ability to identify the future needs of critical system 

resources, no prior knowledge in predictive modeling 

algorithms required to use this functionality, and the 

ability to easily interpret and customize the results

This is a use case for NMS system. Please move into NMS 

section

Clarification:

This is required to  reduce the false positive and 

improve response time.

Hence, No Change 

70 139 87
The proposed solution must possess built-in function 

for anomaly detection:

As per RFP

71 139 87
a. Uses historical data as a baseline to forecast future 

patterns, thresholds and tolerances

As per RFP

72 139 87

b. Ability to identify the future needs of critical system 

resources, no prior knowledge in predictive modeling 

algorithms required to use this functionality, and the 

ability to easily interpret and customize the results

This is a use case for NMS system. Please move into NMS 

section

Clarification:

This is required to  reduce the false positive and 

improve response time.

 Hence, No Change 

73 139 89
The proposed solution must possess built-in function 

for Predictive Analysis:

As per RFP

74 139 89
a. Uses historical data as a baseline to forecast future 

patterns, thresholds and tolerances

As per RFP

75 139 89

b. Ability to identify the future needs of critical system 

resources, no prior knowledge in predictive modeling 

algorithms required to use this functionality, and the 

ability to easily interpret and customize the results

This is a use case for NMS system. Please move into NMS 

section

Clarification:

This is required to  reduce the false positive and 

improve response time.

Hence, No Change 

139 86



76 140 98

The proposed solution must provide GUI that can 

easily help to build, built-in or custom machine 

learning models using the guided experience and 

should be able to integrate with generic machine 

learning tools like Jupyter Notebook, tensor flow, 

pytorch etc.

OEM specific,please remove

Clarification:

It is required and proposed for a NextGen SIEM 

having Data Lake & Machine Learning 

capabilities. Machine Learning feature of the 

product should allow user to create their own 

custom Machine Learning models as per the 

requirement.

Hence, No Change

77 141 112

The solution must provide a field extraction wizard 

that is used to create parsers and allow testing and 

validation with existing live or historical data within 

the system from the web interface.

OEM specific,please remove

Clarification:

It is required to have reference of old data for 

predictive analytics, proactive monitoring to 

identify and pin point attack well Intime.

Hence, No Change

78 141 113

The solution must ensure that if a parser is updated or 

modify, it can be applied to previously ingested data 

throughout the retention period of 45 days.

OEM specific,please remove

Clarification:

It is required to have reference of old data for 

predictive analytics, proactive monitoring to 

identify and pin point attack well Intime.

Hence, No Change

79 142 130

The proposed solution must be able to support the 

following indicators

The proposed solution must be able to support the 

following indicators

As per RFP

80 142 130 Network As per RFP

81 142 130 HTTP Referrer, User Agent, Cookie, Header, Data, URL As per RFP

82 142 130 IP As per RFP

83 142 130 Domain As per RFP

84 142 130 Endpoint As per RFP

85 142 130 File Hash, Name, Extension, Path and Size As per RFP

86 142 130
Registry Hive, Path, Key Name, Value Name, Value 

Type, Value Text, Value Data
Not a SIEM funtion please remove

The Clause Stand Deleted

87 142 130 Process Name, Arguments, Handle Name, Handle Type As Per RFP

88 142 130 Service Name, Description As Per RFP



89 142 130 Certificate Not a SIEM funtion please remove

Clarification:

It is required to gain insight into the 

compromised SSL certificates as what they are 

transporting and with whom they are 

communicating. 

Hence No Change

90 142 130

Certificate Alias, Serial, Issuer, Subject, Start Time, End 

Time, Version, Handshake Type, Publickey Algorithm, 

Signature Algorithm

Not a SIEM funtion please remove

Clarification:

It is required to gain insight into the 

compromised SSL certificates as what they are 

transporting and with whom they are 

communicating.

Hence No Change

91 142 130 Email As Per RFP

92 142 130 Email Address, Subject Body As Per RFP

93 143 135

Basic Statistical analysis that can be applied to any 

fields like calculating the length of command line 

arguments, HTTP useragent string, sub domains, URLs, 

standard deviation of count of events over time

Not a SIEM funtion please remove

Clarification:

It is required to have a NextGen SIEM which can 

provide Predictive Analytics by using  historical 

data, statistical modelling and machine learning.

Hence No Change

94 143 136
Using Haversine formula or distance formula to detect 

geographically improbable access
OEM specific,please remove

Clarification:

It is required for Haversine formula to search for 

users who have logged into resources within a 

short period of time in the last 24 hours.

Hence No Change

95 144 145

The platform should provide basic & advanced 

analytics capabilities including AI and ML algorithms 

such as Neural Networks (various forms), Random 

Forests, Gradient boosting, SVM, etc. to help create-

your-own analytical models. The platform should be 

capable to process and analyze both structured and 

unstructured data formats in batch and real-time. The 

platform should have text analytics capabilities to 

process textual information featuring in various logs, 

categorize key terms and contextualize those into 

notable events.

OEM specific,please remove

Clarification:

It is required for an advance solution which can 

provide data lake features by brining Machine 

Learning capabilities.

Hence No Change



96 General Quries

Make in India 

The current RFP is not in line with the Govt of India policy as it 

does not provide for any Make in India compliance.

Microsoft Exchange – Lack of Roadmap – Support 

The current version of Microsoft Exchange being used MS 

Exchange 2013 which will be end of life on April 11, 2023. 

The new versions of MS Exchange 2019 will also have an end 

of life on Oct 14, 2025. Microsoft has made no 

announcements on the next version of Exchange vNext. 

Microsoft till date has not confirmed that the next version 

will be available On-Premises. 

Keeping in line with government policies of 7+ year support, 

MS Exchange is not a viable solution as it does not 

have a solid roadmap beyond next 2-3 years. This means that 

there is a huge uncertainly on the future of the 

product. A reinvestment may be needed in 2-3 years due to 

this situation.

97 General Quries

Microsoft Exchange – vNext – Change in the Licensing Model 

Microsoft is changing the licensing model. Acc to Microsoft’s 

own website - We have moved the release date for the 

next version of Exchange Server to the second half of 2025. 

The next version will require Server and CAL licenses and 

will be accessible only to customers with Software Assurance, 

like the SharePoint Server and Project Server 

Subscription Editions. We will provide more details on naming, 

features, requirements, and pricing in the first half of 

2024. (https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/exchange-

team-blog/exchange-server-roadmap-update/ba p/3421389). 

This means that Microsoft is moving to a Subscription Based 

Model. This means when you stop paying 

for the license it becomes non-functional or non-compliant.

Clarification:

Refer the Directory server and email messaging 

solution of SECTION -IX. TECHNICAL 

SPECIFICATION- TECHNO-REFRESH ITEMS and 

other details of the RFP 



98 General Quries

Microsoft Active Directory and Exchange – Huge Migration 

Challenge 

As ICAR-IASRI is on an older version of both MS Exchange and 

Active Directory. Both have Security Challenges. There 

is no upgradation path. It is a migration. Migration is not a 

straightforward activity it does involve quite a lot of steps 

and has risks associated.

Thick Client – Offline Client – Roadmap 

The Thick or Offline Client should also be current and should 

not be end of life. This will ensure compliance to the 

RFP specifications and also to provide a seamless experience 

to the user. An outdated or end of life client will be 

subject to security vulnerabilities and will be unsafe to deploy.

Sd/-

Kuldeep Kumar Hans

AAO, CP&EMS

 ICAR-Indian Agricultural Statistics Research Institute

Library, Pusa, New Delhi -110012

Clarification:

Refer the Directory server and email messaging 

solution of SECTION -IX. TECHNICAL 

SPECIFICATION- TECHNO-REFRESH ITEMS and 

other details of the RFP 


